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BY BRITTANY SHOOT
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MYCENAE
H OM ER ' S FA V OR ITE B E A C H R E S OR T
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O HEAR HOMER TELL IT, the Greek city of
Mycenae was the picture of luxury: a golden oasis on the Mediterranean filled with handsome
stone palaces and proud, wide streets. Even the
tombs were ostentatious-swirling to the heavens like enormous beehives. Its leaders were
equally outsize. The demigod Perseusfounded the city. Agamemnon launched the Trojan War here. And while many of Mycenae's
most famous residents are mythical, the city itself is real. The region was so important that the Greek Bronze Era is often referred
to as Mycenaean. It wasn't just advanced metal works that flourished. The city boasted perfume bottling and olive oil industries
as well as bustling ports, all of which helped establish Mycenae as
a titan of trade. But as the Bronze Age faded, so did the wealthy
city, and by 16o CE it was nothing but ruins.
Roughly 1,fOO years later, German businessman and amateur
archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann shone the spotlight back
on Mycenae. Schliemann wanted to prove that Homer's stories
loss.com
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were historically accurate, so he bribed his way into leading the
excavation. Unfortunately, careless digging undermined his
quest, and his single-minded focus on Homeric truth led him
to ignore and even destroy items that didn't fit. Still, for all his
faults, Schliemann found some precious artifacts, including
several royal bodies covered in gold and jewels and a priceless gold mask, which he (wrongly) declared the death mask
of Agamemnon.
Mycenae in modern times is an easy day trip from Athens,
and there are plenty of ruins to see: the Treasury ofAtreus, or
Tomb of Agamemnon, is a favorite, boasting a 12o-ton stonepossibly the heaviest in the world-above its doorway. There's
a granary and a small museum and hints of palace walls and
structures. But the real reward is in roaming Mycenae's steep,
cliffside streets and savoring its views. That's where visitors can
best envision the splendor of what was-an epic ciq'forged by
a demigod, blessed with wealth and ingenuity, that once represented the peak of civilization but now thrives only in m1'th.
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N THE 16TH CENTURY, Spanish friar Gaspar de
Carwajal was one of the first Europeans to stumble upon a series of gleaming white cities hidden in the lush Amazon. Acting as the chaplain
on a 1541 expedition following the Napo River,
Carvajal took careful notes throughout his journey,
writing ofstone arches,gorgeous temples, and indigenous people
who resembled Greek gods.
Nearly four centuries later, British surveyor Colonel Percy
Fawcett came across Carvajal's account, and it ignited an obsession. Somewhere in the Brazilian jungle, Fawcett thought, were the
ruins of a mysterious city, which he named Z. As he learned more,
his fascination grew. Fawcett declaredthe area'the last great blank
spacein the world" and proclaimed that he'd be the one to find and
name the great lost city. Fearing other explorers might beat him
to the punch, Fawcett kept the route ofhis 1925 expedition secret,
making his path impossibleto trace. He then promptlyvanished. By
1922 he was officially declaredmissing.
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Fawcett's mysterious disappearance heightened public interest.
Over the nert /O years,nearly 1OOpeople died attempting to retrace
his perilous route into the "green hell." In 2oo4,, Neu Yorker reporter
David Grann finally laid the speculation to rest when he turned to
Michael Heckenberger, a University of Florida anthropologist, for
answers.Heckenberger,who had been working in the Amazon fbr
more than a decade, theorized that the people living in the region
today are direct descendantsofZ's inhabitants. Their pottery along
with the complexity of their city grid system, hinted at knowledge
passeddown from an advancedsociety.Heckenberger also had an
idea of where to look for Z.
Wielding a two-foot machete to cut away the underbmsh, he led
Grann into the jungle. There, he pointed out what Fawcett and his
predecessorsfailed to notice or reach: a complex network of manmade moats, scattered pottery shards, and the rich black soil of
hundreds of years of decomposing garbage-subtle evidence of a
city. It turns otrt, Z was never lost. The Amazonian paradise had
simply been reclaimed by nature, while its people had moved on.
Loss.com
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ERCUI-ANEUM BOASTED all the amenities
a Roman could want: large public baths, a
gmrnasium, a theater, shops of all kinds, and
a bustling harbor filled with fishing boats and
trading ships. Though small, the city was home
to a diverse population-Osci, Etruscans, Greeks,
Samnites, and Romans-and its location, nestled along the coast
betweenNaples and Pompeii, was prime real estate.Over the years,
Herculaneum gained fame as a getaway-The Washington Post
describedit as "a soft of a Hamptons to busy Rome's Manhattani'
Even Julius Caesar was said to have relished its seaside air and
mountain views. But like Pompeii, the city's proximity to towering
Mount Vesuvius spelled disaster. In 79 CE, a series of pyroclastic
surges-l,OoooF waves of debris and gas-roared down the
mountain, blanketing Herculaneum in 5o feet of ash.
For decades, the academic world was too preoccupied with
the wonders of Pompeii-which was more accessible,under a
comparatively shallow 13 to 20 feet of ash. Then an accidental
July/August2O13
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discovery changed everything. Municipal workers digging a
drainage ditch near the site unearthed dozens of completely
preserved human skeletons. Suddenly, Herculaneum was back.
The discovery shed new light on the eruption. Rather than
suffocating under the ash like Pompeii's residents, people in
Herculaneum had died instantly from the heat-hence their
remarkably intact remains. Even more astounding: Becausethe
city had been encasedin volcanic mud, their homes,furnishings,
and even their food were preserved along with them. Suddenly,
historians' understanding of life in ancient Herculaneum
became much clearer. The city, it turns out, wasn't so much a
twin of Pompeii, but a wealthier enclave of more lavish homes.
(It did however feature similar fast food joints, which featured a
salty fish dipping sauce that was popular at the time.)
Today, the site is less overwhelming and less crowded with
tourists than Pompeii. Excavation is ongoing, but the real
pleasure for those who visit is in discovering that the ruins ofthis
ancient seasideresorl are hardly ruins at all.
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UST THE SOUND of the wordXanaduis romantic-three syllablesthat evoke visions of Orientalist fantasy and myth. Marco Polo's reports fueled
the initial exoticism, establishing the land as a
mystical outpost bathed in beauty. Ten thousand
albino horses roamed its fields. A marble palace
graced its sllyline. And the 13th-century Mongol emperor Kublai
Khan drank from golden chalicesas astrologersvied to advisehim.
Poet Samuel Taylor Coleridgehelped fan the Western obsession'
More than 5oo years after Polo, he described the cif"s "stately
pleasure domej"'sacred river," and "many an incensebearing tree."
Coleridge made Xanadu an English classstaple,but what many of
those readers don't know is that the city was real. Just a three-day
horse ride from Beijing, across2oo miles of y'urt-dotted grassland
that gives way to snowy mountains, sat Khan's summer capital.
As a city establishedby nomadic conquerers,however, Xanadu
was built to move. According to Polo, Khan ruled fiom a majestic
tent that rivaled the sizeofhis marble palacebut could be collapsed
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in a moment's notice. And in fact, Mongols populated the city
for just a century. By the 14,3os,rebels had reduced the land to
rubble. The ruins lay untouched. Glazed roof tiles and white
marble columns were buried first under layers of sediment and,
later, under government bureaucracy.It wasn't until the early ztst
century that archaeologistsfinally gained permission to excavate.
By that point, the Mongolian grasslands had almost entirely
overtaken the area, leaving cmmbling walls and tombstones some
of the only deLectableremains.
Those city walls are still faintly visible on satellite maps:
white lines snaking through three nested squares of grass. For
the few who make the trek, an enormous statue of Khan and
his soldiers guards the front entrance. But there's little else. In
Xanadu-a name that translates rather unexotically to "the Upper
Capital"-there's scant evidence of the splendor Marco Polo once
described.Instead, in the crisp Mongolian summer, it's Coleridge's
words that come to mind: "gardensbright with sinuous rillsj' a sea
ofvibrant vellow flowers stretchine to the horizon. @
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